Motor learning by cross education in Hemi-Parkinson: a neuroimaging feasibility study of the effects of virtual mirrored sensory feedback
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Abstract— Cross education is a phenomenon in which motor training of one hand induces motor learning in the other hand. We have recently shown in healthy subjects that the effect of cross-education is significantly augmented by provision of real-time manipulated bi-modal (visual and kinesthetic) sensory feedback, creating an illusory sensation of voluntary training with the other hand. Here we tested whether this training method may be applicable also in pathological conditions affecting one side of the body. We present here data showing behavioral gain accompanied by changes in functional magnetic resonance imaging dynamics following training with this setup in the case of patient LA, a young man with significant unilateral upper-limb dysfunction stemming from hemi-Parkinson’s disease. Following two weeks of daily sessions in which he intensively trained the non-affected upper limb, he showed improvement in motor capacity of the affected limb, accompanied by enhanced activation in the pre-frontal cortex and a widespread increase in functional coupling in the brain. Results from the current feasibility study suggest that combining cross-education with manipulated sensory input may have beneficial effects in clinical conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for over a century that physical unilateral training with one limb can result in substantial performance gains also in the untrained (contralateral) limb – a phenomenon known as Cross-Education (CE) [1-3].

In the clinical realm, this phenomenon has been shown to have beneficial effects in the context of immobilization therapy [4,5]. During limb immobilization (e.g. application of a cast following fracture) there is significant loss of muscle mass, and training of the free hand has been shown to slow down this process. In stroke patients with unilateral upper-limb dysfunction, the phenomenon of CE has been shown to support transfer of grip-precision learning [6].

We have recently developed a unique setup which enhances the effects of CE by incorporating Virtual Reality (VR) in the form of manipulated visual and proprioceptive feedback, creating an illusory perception of voluntary movement in the non-trained upper limb (UL) [7,8]. Healthy subjects that trained with this setup showed higher performance outcomes in the hand that was not under direct voluntary control. The augmented effect of CE in a VR setup points to the importance of sensory feedback as a source of afferent information used for evaluation and online correction of executed movement, as well as for motor learning [9]. One form of visual input is mirror visual feedback (MVF), where movement of the training UL is viewed in a mid-sagittal mirror, creating an illusory percept of movement in the non-training UL [10,11]. Neuroimaging data obtained during MVF training, demonstrate that activity in the left and right SPL and their degree of coupling with motor and visual cortex respectively correlate with subsequent performance gains in the non-trained UL [7].

Indeed, the addition of MVF training to the standard clinical rehabilitation process has been shown to have beneficial effects including faster motor recovery of a paretic arm after stroke and increased relief of chronic phantom pains in amputees [12,13]. Using sensory input to improve motor performance is not limited to vision [9]. In proprioceptive training, the untrained limb is typically strapped to a robotic-device that is controlled by a computer [14,15]. The limb moves passively and the subject receives proprioceptive input similar to what he would have received during voluntary controlled movement. Proprioceptive training was shown to facilitate rehabilitation of the affected hand of hemiparetic stroke patients [16-18] and also Parkinsonian patients [19].

Parkinson’s disease is a prevalent cause of motor disability, mainly but not exclusively among elderly people, which often has its initial presentation in the form of Hemi-Parkinson’s disease - unilateral impairment of motor function, with one or more of the following manifestations: muscle rigidity, tremor,
hypokinesia and bradykinesia, impaired force regulation, impaired motor learning and difficulty alternating between different motor acts. The condition may remain in unilateral or largely asymmetric form for long periods of time [20,21].

Here we tested whether our previous behavioral and neuroimaging findings in healthy subjects can be translated to the realm of clinical practice. Specifically, we examined in a highly motivated young man whose right hand was severely affected by hemi-Parkinson’s disease, the effectiveness of training his non-affected left hand with our enhanced CE setup. Importantly, by using whole-brain functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) we probed potential neural mechanisms underlying the training effects.

II. METHODS

A. Patient

LA is a 46-years old right handed male with 18 years of formal schooling, working as a manager in energy projects. He is married, father of 3, and has no family history of neurological disorders. In early 2012 he started to experience difficulties using his dominant right hand during execution of fine motor skills, with a noticed change in handwriting. His neurological examination at that time and an MRI scan done somewhat later didn't reveal any pathology. However, a scan detecting dopamine transporters (DaT Scan) showed depletion of striatal dopaminergic neurons suggestive of Parkinson’s disease. Treatment with Amantadine, Rasagiline and Pramipexole did not ameliorate the hand function and eventually these medications were discontinued. Currently LA shows serious slowness and rapid fatigue in repetitive movement of the right hand with slight focal hypertonicity. In addition he suffers from a restless right leg during intense activity calming at rest, for which treatment with Biperiden has been tried. He has rapid muscle fatigue leading to fluctuations in his upper-limb functional capacity, but not classical Parkinsonian ON/OFF fluctuations. LA keeps a daily aerobic exercise routine and receives two physiotherapy sessions per week. He also performs a set of daily exercises at home aimed to improve control of fine movement in the affected right hand. The exercises included copying a 5 sentence paragraph, counting the number of finger taps he performs in a minute, drawing a star contour next to a sample star viewed in a mirror, and drawing a line from the starting point of a maze to its end point without touching the outline. LA provided written informed consent to participate in the study which conformed to the guidelines approved by the Ethics committee at Tel-Aviv University and the Helsinki committee at the Beit Loewenstein Rehabilitation Center.

B. Training setup

The training setup designed for LA is based on our earlier study with healthy subjects8. LA was trained while sitting in a chair with the two upper limbs in a forward position and the hand palms positioned in a specialized motion control apparatus (see Fig. 1a). The device restricts voluntary movement of the right hand fingers and only left hand finger movements activate the motors [7,8]. Thus, voluntary left (non-affected) hand finger movement results in passive yoking of the corresponding fingers of the right (affected) hand. In addition, LA wore a VR headset that prevented visual input of his real hands and the device and provided visual feedback of virtual hands instead. LA also wore motion-sensing MR-compatible gloves8 that allow online monitoring of individual finger flexion in each hand. A head-mounted specialized 3D camera8 provided online visual feedback of the real environment. Together, these devices allowed detection of LA’s real hand movements and translating them by customized software to virtual hand movements presented on the headset screen. The virtual hands were embedded in a specific location in space and were presented only when LA looked down towards the natural position of his hands.

C. Experiment design

The experiment started with two consecutive days in which LA’s manual function was evaluated using a battery of clinical tests. The experiment comprised of two parts (See Fig. 1b) – a standard training part (10 days in which he continued doing his daily exercises) and an intervention part (9 days of training with the experimental setup), with an intervening period of 6 days in which he did not practice at all. During the standard training, LA conducted his regular daily exercises (see Methods/Patient above) at 8AM, 5 days per week, during 2 consecutive weeks. In the first and last day of the standard training, LA underwent clinical performance evaluation (see Behavior: performance evaluation). A week after the standard training ended, LA underwent another clinical evaluation to examine retention levels. During the intervention period (See Fig. 1c), LA trained to execute rapid sequences of finger movements using our novel setup on a daily basis. Fig. 1b demonstrates the timeline of a single intervention day. In an initial evaluation stage, LA was instructed to perform a unimanual 5-digit finger sequence movement: 3-1-4-2-3 (See Fig. 1), repeatedly as accurately and rapidly as possible with the affected hand. Performance level was measured as the number of correct sequences performed in 60 seconds. Following the pre-training evaluation stage, a “Start” sound was played for 2 seconds cueing LA to the upcoming training stage in which he performed the sequence of finger movements with his non-affected hand in the special training setup in a self-paced manner (see training setup). Training blocks lasted 10 minutes and were followed by 10 minutes of rest. Each block consisted of four trials and each trial consisted of 2-minute training, followed by 30 seconds of a yellow blank screen to serve as a cue the resting period. The training stage consisted of 5 such training blocks (with overall training duration = 90 minutes). After the training stage, LA’s performance level in the affected hand was re-evaluated as previously for 60 seconds. During both pre- and post-training evaluation stages, LA was instructed to repeatedly execute the sequence as fast and as accurately as possible. The evaluation tests were performed while LA’s hands were disconnected from the training apparatus. During the 9th day of the intervention we encountered technical problems (computer motherboard failure) that precluded training during that day. The problem was resolved for the 10th day of training. The clinical evaluations were performed in the first and last day of the intervention. LA also underwent another clinical test a week after the last day of the intervention in order to evaluate retention level. In addition, LA completed 3 sessions of fMRI scans in 3 different days: 4 days before the intervention period, the first day of intervention, and the last day of intervention (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Experiment design. (a) Experiment setup illustration. LA wore a VR headset with motion sensitive gloves (frontal view box) and received visual feedback of virtual hands (subject’s view box). The VR devices allowed manipulation of online visual feedback. A camera mounted on the headset allowed embedding the virtual hands and patient’s view inside a natural environment. The custom-built device was used with the virtual reality setup to produce yoked movement of the affected hand. (b) Schematic illustration of a single training day during the intervention period. The training days started with pre-training evaluation for 60 seconds in which LA conducted the sequence using his right hand. Then, 5 training blocks which included four 150-seconds trials in which LA conducted the sequence in our special setup. Finally, he performed a post-training evaluation similar to the first. (c) Schematic design of the complete experimental time-line. The experiment had two main parts – standard training (first two weeks; top row) and Intervention (last two weeks; bottom row). During the intervention, LA was trained in our special setup (see panel b for a single intervention day). (d) fMRI Training stimuli - picture of the virtual hands used as visual feedback during training in the fMRI sessions. (e) Schematic illustration of the time-line during fMRI training session in which LA performed the finger sequence with his left hand while receiving visual feedback of right virtual hand movement inside the fMRI scanner.
D. Behavior: motor sequence learning

We evaluated changes in performance and kinematics of the affected hand following training with the non-affected hand. Evaluation of performance (P) was based on the number of correctly performed 5-digit sequence within 60 seconds in the evaluation stages. Performance gains within each day were evaluated using equation (1) below:

\[
G = \frac{P_{post\text{-}training} - P_{pre\text{-}training}}{P_{post\text{-}training} + P_{pre\text{-}training}}
\]  

(1)

Where \( P_{post\text{-}training} / P_{pre\text{-}training} \) corresponds to the subject’s performance in the post/pre training evaluation stages. Therefore, a positive G index reflects improvement in performance. These gains were evaluated for each training day throughout the intervention period.

E. Behavior: standardized clinical tests

Clinical outcome measurements included a battery of commonly used standardized tests that focus on the speed and functional quality of unimanual movement. We measured performance of both left and right hands using the Fugl-Meyer test [22], the Jebsen-Taylor test [23] and the Box & Blocks test [24].

F. Neuroimaging: task and stimuli

Three identical fMRI sessions included a task and a resting-state session. The task session included two evaluation stages (congruent visual feedback) and a training stage (mirrored visual feedback). During the scans, LA lied supine with his arms to the side of his body and palms facing up. He could not see his hands during the scans. We recorded the finger movements using the same MR compatible gloves used during the intervention period that allowed yoking the movements of virtual hands presented on a screen to real hand movements. During the task scans, two virtual hands were presented on a screen with black background (see Fig. 1d), and LA viewed the screen through a tilted mirror mounted in front of his eyes. In each task stage, LA was presented with a similar instructions-slide as during the intervention period. In the evaluation stage, following the instructions, LA performed the sequence using his affected right hand (RH) while receiving congruent visual feedback. Next, in the training stage, he physically trained on the sequence using his non-affected left hand (LH) while receiving real-time corresponding visual feedback of right virtual hand movement (mirrored visual feedback). Finally, he performed another evaluation stage with his affected hand. This functional run lasted 825 seconds. During the resting-state scan, LA was instructed to relax with his eyes closed for 387 seconds while whole-brain functional data was collected.

G. Neuroimaging: fMRI data acquisition and processing

Blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast was obtained on a 3T Siemens Prisma scanner with an 8 channel head coil located at the Strauss Computational Neuroimaging Center at Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel. An echo-planar imaging sequence was used to obtain the functional data (39 ascending interleaved axial slices, 4 mm thickness, slice gaps = 0; TR= 3000 ms; flip angle = 90°; TE = 30 ms; in-plane resolution= 1.72 × 1.72 mm; matrix size = 128 × 128). In addition, anatomical reference was obtained by T1-weighted scan (voxel size = 1×1×1 mm).

All fMRI data were processed using the BrainVoyager QX software (version 2.6, Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands; http://www.brainvoyager.com).

Prior to statistical analysis, a pre-processing procedure was performed on all functional images that included cubic spline slice-time correction, trilinear 3D motion correction, and high-pass filtering (above 0.006 Hz). In addition, we assessed head movements and verified no scans contained head movement exceeding 2mm in either direction. The 2D functional images were co-registered to the anatomical images. Functional data was spatially smoothed (Gaussian filter, FWHM 6 mm) prior to statistical analysis.

H. Neuroimaging: resting-state analysis

To examine differences in functional connectivity between the pre- and post-intervention scans, we carried out whole-brain functional connectivity analysis during rest. For each scan, we parceled the brain to 111 cortical and sub-cortical regions according to the Oxford-Harvard atlas [25]. The functional time courses (129 volumes) were averaged across all voxels within each region. Pearson Correlation was used to determine the connectivity strength between each pair of regions, yielding three 111X111 symmetrical connectivity matrices (for two pre- and one post- training sessions).

I. Neuroimaging: mirrored feedback analysis

To detect regions exhibiting functional changes following training, we performed a general linear model (GLM) analysis on the fMRI data obtained during the mirrored task performance stages by contrasting: \( \text{training session 3} > \text{training session 1} \) and \( \text{training session 3} > \text{training session 2} \). \( \text{Training session x} \) is the contrast activity during the mirrored task blocks in session x vs. rest. The resulting maps were corrected by controlling the False Discovery Rate [26] and thresholded at \( q(\text{FDR})=0.05 \), with a minimum cluster size of 50 voxels.

III. RESULTS

A. Behavior: motor sequence learning

The affected right hand revealed a steady improvement in the motor sequence task during the intervention period (see Fig. 2a). A constant improvement is seen across the different days of intervention (slope of the linear regression \( b = 2.17; p<10^{-5} \) Pearson correlation \( r=0.93 \)). A significant increase was found also within training days (averaged G index across days = 0.09; \( p=6.6 \times 10^{-5} \) two-tailed unequal variance t-test compare to zero), with highest performance gains at the beginning and the middle of the intervention period (see Fig.2b).

B. Behavior: standardized clinical tests

The Fugl-Meyer test for the right UL did not change following training and the score remained 53 out of 66. In the Jebsen-Taylor test, we found differences in right hand functioning (measured as time to complete the task) between the 3 evaluation time-points, both in the standard training and the intervention periods (pre-training, post-training and retention...
Results imply that our relatively short intervention period yielded significant increase in the number of correct sequences performed by LA with the affected hand during the daily evaluation stages (each evaluation stage lasted 60 seconds). The first circle in each day is the pre-training evaluation stage and the second is the post-training evaluation (see Fig. 1b). Each color corresponds to a different day. (b) Bar graph representing the G index in each day (reflecting LA’s daily improvement from pre-evaluation stage to post-evaluation stage; see Methods).

tests; see Fig. 3 and Methods). In 3 tests, performance gains were higher during the intervention period compared with the standard training – picking up beans with spoon (regression slope = -0.88 vs. -0.55 respectively; Fig. 3d), stacking checkers (-0.42 vs. -0.08; Fig. 3e), and moving full cans (-0.04 vs. 0.01; Fig. 3f). However, performance gains were better following standard training in flipping cards (-0.5 vs. 0.04; Fig. 3a), flipping coins (-0.25 vs. 0.01; Fig. 3c), and writing (-1.45 vs. -0.58; Fig. 3g). LA’s progress in the ‘moving empty cans’ task was poor across the study (0.35 and 0.31; Fig. 3b). In the Box & Blocks test, LA exhibited high and consistent improvement across the study (2.5 vs. 4; Fig. 3h).

C. Neuroimaging: training with mirrored visual feedback

Fig. 4 depicts the activation contrast map of post-intervention scan (session 3) vs. pre-intervention scans (sessions 1 & 2) during task performance blocks (see Methods). Several clusters in the pre-frontal cortex were more active after the intervention. These clusters are located mainly in the superior and medial frontal gyri. We also obtained a cluster in the medial occipital cortex, near the calcarine sulcus. Additionally, a small cluster located in the right primary motor and primary somatosensory cortices (contra-lateral to the moving hand, and ipsilateral to the affected hand) was more activated during the post-intervention session. In contrast, activation was lower in several regions that are key parts of the visual dorsal stream including superior parietal lobules (SPL), inferior parietal lobules (IPL) and the lateral occipital gyri in both right and left hemispheres. Results imply that our relatively short intervention period was sufficient to induce significant neural changes in frontal and visual pathways. Direct comparison of Sessions 1 and 2 revealed no consistent differences.

D. Neuroimaging: resting state

Resting-state functional connectivity revealed a global increase in the number of significantly connected regions in the post-intervention scan (560 regions) compared with the pre-intervention scans (239 regions, averaged across the two scans; see Fig. 4b). These results suggest that the intervention period strengthened functional connectivity within the brain network.

IV. DISCUSSION

The aim of the current study was to assess the clinical applicability of a novel treatment setup combining two principles: (a) cross education (CE) - obtaining performance gain in the affected upper limb (UL) indirectly, by intensive training of the non-affected UL; (b) Perceptual mirroring in two sensory systems - visual and proprioceptive, creating a manipulated perception of voluntary movement in the neurologically affected UL.

In a recent study with healthy subjects, this setup showed high performance outcomes in the UL that was not physically trained8. Before embarking on a large scale RCT type clinical study, we decided to perform a detailed examination of the behavioral and brain activation dynamics related to training with the setup in a single-case design. Patient LA was selected because his marked unilateral bradykinesia and rapid fatigue prevented intensive direct training of the affected UL. LA revealed a clear learning curve in repeated performance of the motor sequence task by the affected right UL during the intervention period. These results point to stable and significant performance gains with the affected UL in the absence of its voluntary physical training. The improvement shown in sequence learning had a moderate correlation with the clinical tests.

Although much of the clinical research on rehabilitation of unilateral impairment of UL function focuses on voluntary physical practice with the affected UL, especially in motor impairment stemming from stroke [27-29], such movement-based intervention (e.g., constraint induced movement therapy, CIMT) is usually limited by the amount of volitional motion patients can actually produce [30-32]. Therefore, it is particularly important to examine alternative approaches, especially for the more severe cases in which direct training of the affected UL is not suitable. Our experimental intervention is such an alternative approach, motivated by knowledge gained from recent motor learning research in healthy subjects [7, 33]. Our findings shows that this approach can have a useful clinical application in neuro-rehabilitation. It incorporates principles derived from mirror visual feedback (MVF) research showing the benefits of mirror therapy in a variety of clinical conditions [34-37]. We have recently reported two distinct electrophysiological counterparts of MVF implying (a) recruitment of mirror neurons and (b) attenuation of hemispheric asymmetry when the mirror reflection of the moving hand creates an illusory perception of movement in the other hand38. Here we extended the standard MVF approach by using visual feedback in a VR environment, which allows feedback to be controlled by software. Future studies using this environment can introduce various perturbations in time and space (such as temporal delays or size changes in virtual hands [39]) to find optimal parameters for efficient rehabilitation.
At the neural level, regions in the pre-frontal cortex were more engaged during task performance after the intervention, while the visual dorsal stream was less engaged. The dorsal stream processes visual information needed for directed actions in space [40], and plays a significant role in the action-observation interaction [41]. In contrast, pre-frontal regions are engaged in action selection and reinforcement learning [42, 43]. Pre-frontal regions have been found crucial in linking memory representations to goal-directed motor behavior and optimizing selection between competing responses [44]. Thus, we suggest that the intervention induces a processing shift during mirror training from the parietal-occipital network engaged in spatial processing to more frontal cognitive circuits. Importantly, our functional connectivity results show that 10-days intervention training...
strengthens interconnections in the brain. Further research is needed to understand the full effect of the intervention on connections strength.

V. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, this feasibility study demonstrates that cross education training with manipulated visual and proprioceptive feedback in a VR environment, may potentially boost motor rehabilitation in patients with unilateral UL dysfunction. Our neuroimaging results suggest that such training enhance cross-regional functional coupling.

This is a single case and therefore the implications of the current results should be treated with caution. Unilateral motor impairment in neurology is a multi-faceted and multi-factorial state, and benefits obtained in hemi-Parkinson’s disease might

Fig. 4. fMRI results. (a) Activation maps displaying significant regions obtained from the GLM contrasts (q(FDR)<0.05). Left panel shows the differences in activation during task performance between session 3 (end of experimental intervention) and session 2 (beginning of experimental intervention). Yellow regions represent activation that was significantly higher during session 3 compared to session 2. In contrast, blue and green regions represent activation during task performance that was significantly higher during session 2. Similarly, the right panel shows differences in activation between session 3 (end of experimental intervention) and session 1 (5 days before the starting day of the experimental intervention). (b) Functional connectivity during resting-state. Brain regions (cortical and sub-cortical regions; color coded) were defined by the Oxford-Harvard atlas. Two regions are connected with a line if there is a significant correlation between their averaged time-courses during resting-state scan (See Methods). The two circles represent functional connections before and after the VR training. The left panel shows the connectivity between the regions before the VR training (the two pre-training sessions yielded similar connectivity maps, indicating that the fMRI dynamics did not change from one session to another before our VR intervention). The right panel shows the connectivity after the VR training. Results show significant increase in network connectivity after intervention.
not replicate with types of unilateral UL dysfunction involving mainly the pyramidal system. Yet, our results hold promise for future studies examining this line of treatment in additional clinical populations.

One of the conceptual novelties of this study resides in the fact that it brings together knowledge from different fields of research – motor cognition (learning by observation, cross-education, passive movements), basic neuroscience (neuroimaging), computer science (virtual reality), and the clinic (rehabilitation of hemiplegic patients). Future research should continue this integration and develop new utilities of the presented training system in the context of hemiplegic patients. For example, as opposed to the finger sequence task we used, virtual simulation of external objects such as balls, pegs, boards etc. can be embedded into the real environment providing a rich and engaging training experience in the goal of developing a novel training regime for rehabilitation of patients with unilateral upper limb dysfunction.
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